2013 MAIN STAGE
PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

10.00 MC John Fleming, declares the 2013 CHPS Fair open!
John is the taller half of the Scared Weird Little Guys, and will keep Fairgoers up to date not only with what’s happening on stage throughout the day but will also let you know about all the special events, bargains and activities

10.05 Enjoy the diversity of a range of musical groups from the CHPS community, including the school Choir, String Ensemble, African drumming group, the Grade 6 girls choir, and rock and roll from some talented grade 4’s.

11.25 THE WALKING DEAD: A group of current students with experience playing gigs around Melbourne kick us off with some Zombie Rock

12.00 URBAN UKES: A local band combining ukeleles and double bass to make pure enjoyment

12.40 Keep an eye on the stage as you enjoy lunch. Our MC will let you know what’s happening around the Fair

12.50 GOLD STREET’S GOT TALENT: Have a break from all the activities, sit back and enjoy the best acts from the CHPS student talent quest. This is a talent show the way it should be - without Kyle Sandilands!

1.30 SUIT YOURSELF: These boys left the school a couple of years ago but still get together to take their cool jazz to the people of Melbourne.

2.20 BIN NIGHT ROMEOs: A gigging group of guys belting out the best of Britpop... in case you’re thinking of having a dance now might be a good time to start

3.00 Listen in to John as he lets you kow what’s happening as the Fair heads into its final hour

3.05 REVEREND FUNK: These guys have been putting the fun into funk for years, and return to the Gold Street stage to play out what’s been a great day

4.00 FAIR ENDS, but feel free to hang around for a few minutes if you can and lend a hand with the packing up

THANKS FOR COMING !!!